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AN INSIDER'S GUIDE TO CHARLESTON'S CHARM
HUSH Money QUIET TIME HAS MADE THE LEAP FROM PRESCHOOL TO THE WELLNESS WORLD

By Katie Becker

To get to Eremito, a remote boutique hotel in the hills of Umbria, you take a jeep a couple of miles up a bumpy dirt road. It will likely be the loudest thing you hear for days. Nestled within a 7,400-acre nature reserve, the monastery replica has no TVs, no WiFi, and no cell service (FROM $235 A NIGHT, EREMITO.COM). Visitors' days are occupied with steam baths, the hot tub, organic vegetarian meals from the gardens, and what is quickly becoming one of the hottest amenities one can buy today: silence.

Luxury hotels, spas, and other sanctuaries on both sides of the pond are making silence—which in the recent past could be found only at strict, crunchy retreats in California or upstate New York, or during modest dinners at Baja's Rancho La Puerta—one of their top commodities (FROM $3,550 A WEEK, RANCHOLAPUERTA.COM). The sprawling new Therme Laa Silent Spa, which opened late last year north of Vienna, generates no more sound than what comes from its three-story waterfall (FROM $297 A NIGHT, THERME-LAA.COM). Guests at the Alpina Gstaad can now nab a badge that denotes please-don't-talk-to-me status throughout the five-star hotel (FROM $885 A NIGHT, THEAlPINAGSTAAD.CH). And at Villa Stéphanie in Baden-Baden, the rooms literally
come equipped with a digital kill switch that shuts off the WiFi and electricity and blocks cell phone service thanks to copper plates installed in the walls (FROM $270 A NIGHT, LA-VILLA-STEPHANIE.COM).”

“The word we use is stillness,” says Jeremy McCarthy, spa director for the Mandarin Oriental Hotel Group, who has instituted an annual Silent Night across Mandarin Oriental’s properties, offering music- and conversation-free treatments (MANDARINORIENTAL.COM). “There is a major trend toward people feeling they need to rest their minds.”

At Miraval in Tucson, it’s not just acoustics that are being eliminated. During the resort’s new Vasudhara treatment, guests receive a floating Thai massage while blindfolded so that they can find “true peace in the darkness” (FROM $559 A NIGHT, MIRAVAIRESORTS.COM).

Not only are we hungry for peace and quiet—consider the urgent news alerts of the past 12 months and the fact that the iPhone recently celebrated its 10th birthday—the reality is we will probably get it only if we pay for it. Lodro Rinzler, Buddhist author and co-founder of New York’s MINDFL meditation studio, says his business has tripled in the two years since its first location opened. “I feel as if we are entering a post-tech era, with digital detox camps for adults and digital sabbaths from electronics,” he says. “People realize it’s an addiction” (COURSES FROM $18, MINDFLMEDITATION.COM).

And it’s more than just the toll that noise and smartphones take. (A study in the Journal of the Association for Consumer Research found that the farther a phone was from a participant—on the desk, in a bag, in another room—the better he or she scored on tests in such subjects as information retention.) Silence itself has been proven to have benefits. A study at Duke University on mice found that two hours of silence every day triggered brain cell development, and a study in the journal Heart found that silence had a more calming effect on breathing and blood pressure than even soothing music.

“People think of their time at the spa as a fountain of youth to look younger, but really one of the biggest benefits is on the mind,” McCarthy says. “When I spend that hour on a massage table in silence, I get ideas. By the end I need to run to a pen and pad of paper because the ideas start percolating. My mind needed the moment to be still.” Turns out the silent treatment can be a good thing. 

---

**Is This the Next GO-TO CLINIC?**

**SWISS AIR AND BLOOD THERAPY FOR EVERYONE.**

In the endless quest for holistic health, those who are open to the experimental and have no qualms about crossing borders to get it are finding their way to Paracelsus Clinica Al Rone, a quiet medical center in southern Switzerland, just over an hour’s drive from Lake Como, Italy. There, a therapeutic program, ideally done over 21 days, centers on blood treatments to stimulate the immune and circulatory systems. According to one of its doctors, Friderike Wiechel, patients come to complement treatments for cancer, Lyme disease, or neurodegenerative illness, as well as for prevention. Among the 1,000 people who visit each year is Dawn Russell, founder of 8Greens. “It is a secret gem that no doubt will become too popular,” she says. “I love when a place is still at this sweet spot: top performance but humble.” ALRUNC.CH J.R.